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1.1. Introduction. Let £ be a set of points in the interval (0, 2w). E is

said to be a set of multiplicity for trigonometrical series if there exists a

trigonometrical series not vanishing identically and converging to zero out-

side E. If no such series exists, E is said to be a set of uniqueness. Every set

of positive measure is a set of multiplicity, but there exist sets of multiplicity

of measure zero. On the other hand, among perfect sets of measure zero there

are sets of uniqueness as well as sets of multiplicity.

Let P be a perfect set of measure zero in (0, 2ir) and let F(x) be any con-

tinuous, non-decreasing, purely singular function constructed on P, that is to

say F(x) is constant in every interval contiguous to P, but not everywhere.

Then it is a consequence of Riemann's classical theory of trigonometrical

series that if the Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients of dF tend to zero, that is, if

e"i*dF = o(l) («—► co),
o

P is a set of multiplicity. But if c„^o(l) for every F(x) of the above described

type constructed on P, it is not known whether P is necessarily a set of

uniqueness.

The only sets of uniqueness constructed so far are either sets of the

"Hardy-Littlewood-Steinhaus type," called sets of the type H, or sets which

are the sum of a finite number or of a denumerable infinity of H-sets, called

sets of the type H„. For these results, due to Rajchman and to Nina Bary,

and for the general theory we refer the reader to Zygmund [l, pp. 291-

296](»).
We shall suppose henceforth that P is a perfect set of the Cantor type

and of constant ratio of dissection £ (0 <£ < 1/2), constructed on (0, 27r). Such

a set is obtained by dividing the fundamental interval in three parts of lengths

proportional to £, 1— 2£, and £, respectively, and by removing the central

open interval. Two intervals are left on which we perform the same opera-

tion, and so on indefinitely. (Cantor's classical ternary set corresponds to

5=1/30
It is easy to see that any point x belonging to P is given by the formula

(1.1.1) x = 2r(*(l - Ö + €2£(1 -!) + ••• + t*»-HX -© + ••]

where the €, are 0 or 1. Let F(x) be the continuous, non-decreasing, purely
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singular function defined by F(x) = ei/2 + €2/22 + • • • +e*/2*+ • • • when 1

is given by (1.1.1). Then we have [Carleman 1, p. 225; Salem 1, p. 325]:

/i St «0e»"dF = e*niJJ cos xw^-'Cl - Ö-

Instead of considering the Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients of dF (depending

on the integral parameter n) we can consider the Fourier-Stieltjes transform

of dF (depending on the continuous parameter v), F being defined to be equal

to zero in ( — °°, 0) and to 1 in (27r, 00). We have thus

/+« 00

evixdF = e'^II c°s irfl£*-1(i - Q.

If the set P and the function Fare constructed on the interval ( —ir/(l — £),

7r/(l —£)) instead of the interval (0, 27r), we have, denoting by <3? the function

F((l-Ö*+x),

/+00 00-00 i-0

We can interpret $(x) as the distribution function which is the convolution

of infinitely many symmetric Bernoulli distribution functions:

*(*) = B(x/t) * B(x/tQ * ■ ■ ■ * JJ(*/x£*) * ■ ■ ■ ,

B(x) being the Bernoulli distribution function equal to zero in (— 00, —1),

to 1/2 in ( — 1, +1) and to 1 in (1, +00). With this interpretation, it is known

(see Jessen and Wintner [l]) that £ need no longer satisfy the condition

0<£<l/2, but must satisfy the inequality 0 <£<l:y(u) is still the Fourier-

Stieltjes transform of the distribution function <J>, the essential difference be-

ing that if 0 <£ < 1/2, the "spectrum" of $ is the perfect set nowhere dense P,

and <£ is purely singular; while if 1/2 g£ < 1 the "spectrum" of 4> is the whole

interval ( —7r/(l — ij), 7r/(l — £)), and $ can be either purely singular or abso-

lutely continuous.

In what follows, c„, c(v) and y(u) shall always have the meaning of the

formulae (1.1.2), (1.1.3) and (1.1.4), respectively.

While, if we are concerned only with the behaviour of c„ or of y(u) as n

or u tends to <x>, we can suppose 0 <£ < 1, it is plain that in the study of perfect

sets of uniqueness and of multiplicity we must suppose 0 <£ < 1/2.

1.2. It has been known for a long time that the question whether a set P

of the above-described type is a set of uniqueness or a set of multiplicity is

deeply related to the arithmetical properties of the number £ (see Nina Bary

[2]). Actually it has been shown by Nina Bary [3] and by Kershner [l]

that if £ is rational and equal to the irreducible fraction p/q, c„ and y(u) tend

to zero if p 9* 1, and do not tend to zero if p = 1. This, as we have seen, implies
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that P is a set of multiplicity when pT^l, but not necessarily that P is a set

of uniqueness when p = l. This latter result is, however, true, and has been

proved by Nina Bary [3] who has shown that if p = 1 the set P is of the type

H, thus solving completely the question whether P is a set of uniqueness or a

set of multiplicity when £ is rational.

The purpose of the present paper is to give the solution of the same prob-

lem when £ is irrational. This solution has been rendered possible due to an

interesting work of Pisot concerning the properties of a certain set of alge-

braic integers which we shall define presently (see Pisot [l]—the same set

has also been considered, later on, by Vijayaraghavan [l]). We shall say that

a is a "Pisot-Vijayaraghavan number," or briefly a "P. V. number," if a is

an algebraic integer such that all its conjugates lie inside the unit circle

\z\ <1. The relation existing between P. V. numbers and the problem of the

behaviour of y(u) as w-—>°° has first been recognized by Erdös [l], who

proved that if l/£ is a P. V. number, y{u) does not tend to zero for >°c.

(The trivial case £=1/2 is excluded.)

Here we shall prove the following theorems:

Theorem I. Let G(x) be any non-decreasing function, constant in (— °o, 0)

and in (2ir, °o), and let d„ and d(v) be the Fourier-Stieltjes coefficient and the

Fourier-Stieltjes transform defined by

Then, if d„ = o(l) for n—» °o, we have also d(v) =o(l) for v—* °°. (The converse

proposition is, of course, trivial.)

This theorem was proved first independently by A. Zygmund, whose

proof, based on different ideas, will be published elsewhere.

In particular we have: Let 0<£<1. If c„ = o(l) for n = <*>, then c(v) =o(l)

for v= oo, and hence y(u) =o(l) for u = oo. In other words, y(u) and c„ both

tend or do not tend to zero as u and n increase infinitely.

Theorem II. Let 0<£<1. If y(u) does not tend to zero for u = », then l/£

is necessarily a P. V. number.

This theorem is the converse of the result of Erdös quoted above. Collect-

ing the two results we see that c„ and y{u) tend to zero if, and only if, l/£

is not a P. V. number.

This proves that if 0<£<l/2 and l/£ is not a P. V. number, the set P

is a set of multiplicity. But it does not prove that if l/£ is a P. V. number,

0 <£ < 1/2, the set P is a set of uniqueness. This result is the object of Theo-

rem III.

Theorem III. Let 0 <£ < 1/2. The set P is a set of uniqueness if {and only if)
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l/£ is a P. V. number. In this case P is a set of the type Hc.

When £<l/2 approaches 1/2 the middle interval removed in the con-

struction of the set P has a relative length tending to zero, and the Hausdorff

dimensionality of the set, which is log 2/| log£|, tends to 1. It is, therefore, of

some interest to prove that we can have perfect sets of uniqueness con-

structed with £ = l/(2 + €), e being positive and arbitrarily small. This is the

consequence of the following theorem:

Theorem IV. There are P. V. numbers of the form 2 + e, t being positive

and arbitrarily small. Hence, there are perfect sets P of uniqueness for which the

Hausdorff dimensionality is as close to 1 as we please.

2. Proof of Theorem I. We have d(v) = ftZevixdG = f?e*ixdGand dn = d(n).

Suppose that lim d(n)=0. If d(v) does not tend to zero, we can find a se-

quence of numbers Vi, v2, ■ ■ • , vp, ■ ■ ■ increasing infinitely and such that

> 8, 8 being a positive number. Let vp = np+ap, np being the in-

tegral part, and ap the fractional part of vp. There exists an infinite subse-

quence {vq} of the sequence {vp} such that aq has a limit a when q—*«>. We

have

en*ixea*ixdG,

hence

d(vt) = f

IX
2t

en«ixeaixdG — d{vq)   < [G(2tt) — G(0)] max | ea*ix — eaix\ < eq

0 I x

eq tending to zero as q—>°o. Hence, for q large enough we would have

I/.
2i

en«ixeaixdG

o
> 8/2.

But this is impossible for it is known as a consequence of Rajchman's theory

of formal multiplication of trigonometrical series that /02'e"'" cos axdG and

Jo*enix sin axdG tend to zero for n = °o if, as is the case, J02irenixdG tends to

zero. (See Rajchman [2, p. 688].) Thus the theorem is proved.

3.1. Proof of Theorem II. Suppose that 0<£<1 and that y(u)

=n*=o cos iru£k does not tend to zero for u = °o. This means that there exists

a sequence of numbers «i, u%, ■ ■ ■ , us, ■ ■ ■ increasing infinitely and such that

\y(u3)\>a, a being a positive number. Let 0 = l/£ (1<0<<») and let

0n-1<tts = 0n, the integer n = ns being a function of j. We can write us=\ßn

where 1/9 <XS^ 1. Hence X„ belongs to the interval (1/0, 1) and we can find an

infinite subsequence {uq\ of the sequence {«,} such that X, has a limit X

(1/0^X^1) when a—> «>. Now

I y{uq) I = I 7(X90"«) I ^ I cos xXQ-cos 7rX30-cos ir\qd2 ■ ■ ■ cos 7rX30B« |
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hence

(1 - sin2 xX9)(l - sin2 xX90) • • • (1 - sin2 xX90n«) ^ a2

which implies

exp (— sin2 xX9 — sin2 xX90 — • • • — sin2 xX90n«) ^ a2,

that is to say-

sin2 xX9 + sin2 xX90 + • ■ • + sin2 xX90n» g log 1/a2.

Let now ur be a number belonging to the sequence {w„} and let r >q.

We shall have

sin2 xXr + sin2 xX,0 + ■ • • + sin2 TrXr0"- g log 1/a2

and, as r>q, we shall have, a fortiori,

sin2 xXr + sin2 xXr0 + • • • + sin2 xX^"* g log 1/a2.

Let now r—* w, q being fixed. We shall have, as lim Xr=X,

sin2 xX + sin2 xX0 + • • • + sin2 xX0"« ^ log 1/a2.

Since q is arbitrary, this implies that the series

00

(3.1.1) Zsin2xX0"
o

converges to a sum not greater than log 1/a2. Hence:

Let 0= l/£. If y(u) does not tend to zero for u= <*>, there exists a number X

(l/0=Xgl) such that the series 52" sin2 xX0" converges.

Once this result is proved, Theorem II is a direct consequence of the the-

ory of Pisot. Since, however, this theory is unnecessarily general for our par-

ticular purpose, we think it better to give here a brief account of Pisot's proof

for the convenience of the reader.

3.2. Suppose that the series (3.1.1) converges. Let w„=X0n and let

wn = an+un where a„ is the integer nearest to w„ and —1/2 <p.„^l/2. Then

the sequence {an} is a recurring sequence, in other words

an+k + bian+k-i + • • • + bkan = 0,      n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ,

where k is a fixed integer and b\, b%, • • • , bk are fixed rational numbers. It is

known that in order to prove this it is sufficient to prove that the determinant

Co a\    ■ ■ ■ an

£»! *»••• a„+i
Dn =

an a„+i • • ■ a2»
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is equal to zero for all « = &. k being the smallest integer having this property,

k is the minimum order of the recurrence. Here we can write

dp+i ip = Wp+i — 9wp — (ftp+i — dnP) = dpp — fip+1 = t\%

hence

Dn =

a0 «i — 6ao a2 — 9a\

ai     an — 6a\      a% — 9a2

a„ an+i — 6a„   an+i — 9an+i

ao Vi     ■ ' ' Vn-l

a„ — t?a„_i

a„+i — 6a„

«2n — ÖÖ2„_i

ai   r]i ij2 Vn

an     In     Vn+l " " "

and, by Hadamard's theorem,

,u(E4(t,;)(f,:)...(|;4
Now the convergence of (3.1.1) is equivalent to the convergence of Zr/4-

Let£"jUj = i?A. We have

2 2 2 2
Vp ̂  (0 + l)G*i> + Atp+i),

E fl» = E Vp = (« + + *M-0 ̂  2(0 + 1)2?,,

hence

Now, as p—><x>t Oj,~Wp=Xöp, hence

2>2 + l)"i?oi?i • • • Pn-L

2 2

öo + «1 + + an ~X (1 + 9 + ... +6 )

= xVn+2 - i)/V - i)< cV",

C being a constant depending on 6 and X only. Hence

Dl ^ C[2t?y + l)]"i?o-Ri ■ • • Rn-u

as Rn—»0 for w—> oo, we have Z>„—>0 for n—* °°, and as £>„ is an integer there

exists an integer k such that Dk-ir^O and .D» = 0 for n^k; and the sequence

{an} is a recurring sequence of minimum order k.
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This, as is well known, proves that the power series Z™a„z" represents a

rational fraction whose denominator is I+Ö1Z + • • • +0*2*. Thus

(3.2.1) £<w"
1 + hz + ■ ■ ■ + bkz*

P(z) being a polynomial with rational coefficients. Now it follows from a

theorem of Fatou [l, pp. 368-370, also Polya and Szegö, 1, Aufgabe 2, pp. 142

and 357] that if a power series with integral coefficients represents a rational

fraction, this fraction can be written in the form P(z)/Q(z), P and Q being

polynomials with integral coefficients, and 0/(0) being equal to 1. In other

words, in (3.2.1), k being the minimum order of the recurrence, b\, b2, ■ • • , bk

are integers.

Now

A -   fl A 1 Pit)22 Mr.zn = 22      - 22 «»2n = x-
!'+**+•••+ biz*

Since £"/4 converges, the radius of convergence of £"/u„z" is at least 1.

Hence 1/0 must be a root of 1+Ö12 + • • • +bkZk = 0, and the k — 1 other roots

must have moduli not less than 1. But owing to the convergence of y^.Tut,

the function 2~27t*riZn cannot have a pole on the circle \ z\ =1. Hence the con-

jugates of 1/9 have their moduli greater than 1.

It is now sufficient to consider the equation zk-\-bxzk~1-\- • • • +bk = 0, to

see that 9 is an algebraic integer such that all its conjugates lie inside the unit

circle |z| <1, that is, 6 is a P. V. number, q.e.d.

(The above argument shows also immediately that X is algebraic, but we

do not need this result here.)

3.3. Conversely, if 9 is a P. V. number, there exists a number X such that

the series (3.1.1) converges. Actually we can take X = 1. For if <j\, a2, ■ ■ • , <T*_i

are the conjugates of 9, then 0"+o-™+ • ■ • +01-1 is an integer, and if | er»| ^ ö

<1 for * = 1, 2, • • • , k — 1, we have

(3.3.1) |nH-+ I <rl-i I ̂  (A - 1)5" < s'"

where 5' < 1, if n is large enough. Hence the series £" sin2 7r0" converges, and

it converges like a geometric progression.

This requires (except for the trivial case 0 = 2) that y(u) does not tend to

zero for u—>°o, as has been proved by Erdös [l]. The proof is immediate

since the convergence of £™ sin2 7T0" requires that the infinite product

[J™=0 cos2 7T0" converges to a number A 5^0, unless one of the elements of the

product vanishes. This is impossible since it would require 0"= (2A + l)/2 for

some positive integers n and k, which is in contradiction to the nature of the

number 0. Hence for p large enough JJq cos2 7r0n>^4/2 and
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I 7(0") I = I COS 71-0"-COS X0P_1 ■ • • cos x0- cos x I • I cos x/0 COS x/02 ■ • ■ )

> 04/2)1'21 cos tt/0 cos x/02 • • • I

and the last infinite product is greater than a positive constant except in the

trivial case 0 = 2. (The case 0" = 2 with «>1 is incompatible with the nature

of 0.)

4. Proof of Theorem III. Let now £ be such that 0<£<l/2 and let

0 = l/£. We shall prove that if 0 is a P. V. number the set P defined in 1.1

is a set of the type H„ hence a set of uniqueness. If x belongs to P, we have

by (1.1.1)

x = 2x(0 - l)[ei/0 + e2/02 H-f, e, = 0 or 1.

Let G be the set of the points y=x/(d — 1). This set lies in the interval

(0, 27r/(0-l)<27r) and we have y = 2ir[t1/d+ e2/62+ • ■ • ].

Let k be a fixed integer, to be chosen later on. Consider the 2h possible

combinations of the h digits did2 • ■ ■ dh where di = 0 or 1. Let &, C2, ■ ■ ■ , C2»

denote these combinations. Writing

(4.1) y = 2x[(«i/fl + ■ ■ • + th/eh) + (eA+i/0A+1 + ■ • ■ + t2h/d2h) + ■ ■ ■ ]

consider the sequence of the belonging to one group of terms in parentheses.

They form one of the 2h combinations &, C2, • • ■ , C2\.

Denote by Gs, s = 1, 2, ■ • ■ , 2'', the subset of G such that if y belongs to Gs

the combination Cs occurs in infinitely many groups of terms in parentheses

when y is written in the form (4.1). Then obviously G = Gi + G2 + • • ■ +G2*

(some of the Gs's may be empty). The G8's are not necessarily closed sets.

But as G is closed we can write, G/ being the derived set of G„,

G = (Gi + G[) + (G2 + G't) + ■ ■ ■ + (G2* + G2a).

Now let us consider Gs for a fixed s. Let mi, m2, • • • , m„, • • ■ be the infi-

nite sequence of the ranks of the groups of terms in parentheses where the

combination Cs occurs. Let z be any point belonging to G„. We have

zQhmu = 2x[eAm„ + thmn-i« + ■ ■ ■ + ehmn-(h-i)9h-1]

(4.2) + 2x[e„(m„_1)0* + ■ • • + e^""-1]

+ 2x[eiimn+i/0 + e/tmn+2/02 + • • • ].

We can write

(4.3) 29'""» = a(s) + ß(z) + y(z)

where a(s), ß(z) and y(z) denote the three successive brackets in (4.2). It is

essential to observe that while ß(z) and y(z) depend on the particular point z,

the number a(s) depends on 5 only but not on z.
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Putting 0"=a„+ju„ where o„ is the integer nearest to 0" and — 1/2<ju»

^1/2, we have

. ß(z) = 2x [e*(m„_i)aA + • • • +eiaim„_!]+ 27r[e/,(mn_i)^+ • • • + ei^iAmn_iJ

(4.4)
= 2x2V(z) + 181(a),

where N(z) is an integer. On the other hand, 0 being a P. V. number, we have

by (3.3.1) (A being supposed large enough)

(4.5) I ft(a) I < 2x[5'A + 5'*+! +•••] = 2x8'V(l - 5')

where 5' is a fixed number, depending on 0, and essentially inferior to 1. We

have also

(4.6) z0*m» = zahmn + zpkmn

where

(4.7) I zphmn\ < 2x5"""» < 2x5'\

Finally, let us remark that y(z) is a point belonging to G„ hence to G.

Let / be the length of the greatest interval contiguous to G, and let us sup-

pose that h has been chosen such that the second members of (4.5) and (4.7)

are both less than 1/8, say. Then we have by (4.3), (4.4), and (4.6)

zahmn = 2x/V(z) + a(s) + y(z) + ft (a)

where ft(z) =ft(z) —zphmn, and so |ft(z)| <//4. This is equivalent to

zahmn m a(s) + y(z) + ft(z) (mod 2x).

Let us denote by G? the set of points deduced from G, by multiplication

by the integer ahm, and reduction modulo 2x. Apart from the translation a(s)

which is independent of z, the points of Gf are given by the formula y(z) +ft(z).

As |ft(z)| <//4, and as y(z) belongs to G (whose greatest contiguous interval

is of length I) it follows that G? has a contiguous interval of length not less

than / — 2Z/4 = 1/2, and this is true for all n.
Now if we consider, instead of G„ the closed set G,-fG/, the multiplication

by ahmn and the reduction modulo 2x will give us the closed set G" + (G")'

where (G")' denotes the derived set of G£. It is obvious that for every «,

the set G? + (G^)' will have also a contiguous interval of length not less than

1/2, and this means [Rajchman 1, pp. 403-406] that the set G.+G,' is a set

of the type H, hence a closed set of uniqueness.

Now it is known [Nina Bary 1, p. 79, and Zygmund 1, p. 296] that the

sum of closed sets of uniqueness is a set of uniqueness, hence the set

G=2^,f-i(G.+GJ) is a set of uniqueness: indeed, it is a set of the type H„.

Finally, the given set P is homothetic to G and they both lie in (0, 2x).

Hence, by a theorem of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [l ], P is a set of unique-
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ness. Moreover, it follows from a theorem of Nina Bary [3, p. 714] that P

being homothetic to a set of the type H„ is itself of the type H,.

This completes the proof of Theorem III.

5. Proof of Theorem IV. In order to prove that there exist P. V. numbers

of the form 2 + €, e being positive and arbitrarily small, we shall use a method

inspired by the work of Vijayaraghavan [l, p. 350]. Consider the equation

/(z) =zn-2z"-1 — 1 =0, n>2. As/(2) = —1, there is a root greater than 2.

We shall prove that for |z| = 1+77 and for all 77>0 small enough (rj<rj0) we

have |zn| <\2zn~1 + l\. For let z = pei". We have |z"|2 = p2» and

I 2z"-1 + 112 = 1 + 4p"-1 cos [n - l)o) + 4p2"-2 ^ 4p2"-2 - 4p"-1 + 1,

hence it is sufficient to prove that

<p(P) = p2n - 4p2»-2 + 4p"-1 - 1 < 0.

But 0(1) =0 and (d<j>/dp)e^i = — 2w+4<0. Hence there exists an 770 such that

if p = 1+tj (0<t;<t7o) we have |zn| <| 2z"_1 + l|. This, by Rouche's theorem,

proves that/(z)=0 has in the circle |z| =1+tj, 0<t;<7Jo, the same number

of roots as 2zn_1 + l =0, that is to say n— 1 roots. Hence, letting 77—»0, we see

that/(z) =0 has n — l roots with moduli not greater than 1. But it is easy to

see that there are no roots of modulus 1, for that would imply

Squaring and adding, we get 1—4 cos o>+4 = 1, that is to say w = 0 which is in-

compatible with the first of the equations (5.1).

Hence the real root greater than 2 is a P. V. number. But

/(2(1 + e)) = 2"(1 + V)" - 2"(1 -f e)"-1 - 1 = 2"e(l + e)""1 - 1 > 2"e - 1,

hence taking € = 1/2" we see that /(2(1 + 1/2")) is positive. Hence the P. V.

number is included between 2 and 2(1 + 1/2") and as n is as large as we please,

this proves the theorem.

6. Remark. In a previous paper [Salem 2, p. 71] the author has consid-

ered symmetrical perfect sets Q of order d (d being a positive integer) and of

constant ratio of dissection, whose points are given by the formula

x = 2t[(«1/<0(1 - Ö + («,/<*)$(! -!) + ••• + (ek/d)Z*-Kl -£) + •••]

where 0<£<1/(J+1) and the 6j take all values 0, 1, • • • , d. (The classical

case considered in the present paper corresponds to d= 1.) It has been proved

(loc. cit. pp. 77-79) that if £ is a rational fraction p/q (irreducible), Q is a set

of multiplicity if py*\, and a set of uniqueness if p = l.

The method used to prove this result, combined with the argument of the

present paper, proves that Q is a set of uniqueness if and only if 0= l/£ is a

P. V. number (ö>ö*+l).

(5.1)
cos no> — 2 cos (» — l)co = 1,

sin 110) — 2 sin (» — l)a> = 0.
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